
STRATEGIZING 
LONDON & 2025

Boston Saengerfest Men's Chorus draws on American and Welsh choral music
traditions. The chorus is composed of over 50 members and has performed at
historic venues including Carnegie Hall,  Faneuil Hall,  Fenway Park, the Royal
Albert Hall and Southwalk Cathedral in London, the Cardiff Metropolitan
Cathedral in Wales. Other performances include the Boston’s Museum of Fine Arts
and on WGBH 89.7FM.  
 
In an attempt of staying relevant to their competitors and setting their company
up for longevity, Boston Saengerfest was searching for a music consultant and
marketing specialist that could assist in their efforts. 

TESTIMONIAL

SITUATION  

CONSULTANT ROLE 

CASE STUDY | BOSTON SAENGERFEST 
MEN'S CHORUS 

OUTCOME

Jass Bianchi of YourMusicGigs.com was engaged from 2015-2017 and provided
music consultation relating to licensing, publishing, marketing, music booking,
and publicity .  Throughout the duration of the project,   Bianchi had designed and
fully optimized a new website. She had also redesigned the social media and
digital presence of the Chorus with the goal of driving potential members. In
addition to this, Bianchi hosted seminars in which the Chorus members were able
to become educated on relevant skills/topics. 

The Boston Saengerfest Men's Chorus received an effective plan of action that was
fully customized to music industry standards and that addressed tech related
bugs, marketing nuances, and branding issues. The rebranding on their website,
digital and traditional marketing platforms has increased new member
registration and current member retention. The Chorus was able to release it's
music and place it on the proper streaming platforms. 

"Jass's professionalism in social media is top notch. Her background in musical events
is very systematic with high regard to details. The quality of her work shows in her
delivery. Her organizational skills & project management skills are very evident."  

 
-  Thomas Rowen, Board President 



CHARTED I-TUNES 
AT AGE 14, NOW?

Melissa Fine is an 18 year old singer-songwriter out of Boston, MA whom is
currently attending Berklee College of Music on a full scholarship.  She
experiments with intricate layering and harmonies, a technique that brings
cohesion to her diverse writing style. Her passion for music reaches further than
the stage. She is an advocate for the local LGBTQIA community. Her songs draw
inspiration from her struggles with friendship, identity, and confidence as well as
her accomplishments. 
 
Though Melissa's album "Here to Stay" had ranked 42nd on the I-Tunes charts at
age 14, Melissa noticed that the momentum of her career seemed to be at a slight
set back.

TESTIMONIAL

SITUATION  

CONSULTANT ROLE 

CASE STUDY | MELISSA FINE

OUTCOME

Jass Bianchi of YourMusicGigs.com is provided brand research and development
consultation. Through the identification of revenue streams, and analysis of sales,
Bianchi has identified a successful brand strategy. She has assisted in social media
and inbound marketing development. Bianchi has also assisted in providing
consultation regarding to business matters. 

Jass Bianchi has tripled performance opportunities and doubled Melissa Fine’s
Fanbase. Bianchi has secured FM radio rotation and provided song publishing
opportunities. Melissa Fine was featured as a headliner at the Berkshire PRide
parade and will be attending Berklee College of Music in 2019 on a full
scholarship.

"Jass is the best. She assists e with my needs and also teaches 
me as she goes a long. I have learned so much in the process." 

 
-Melissa Fine, Singer/Songwriter



DRAG, BURLESQUE & 
RAP.

At a young age, Dean found himself fascinated by powerful female actresses, sultry
R&B singers, and colorful characters. Since then he knew that he wanted to be an
entertainer, but wasn't quite sure where to begin. His songwriting skills,  speech
complications, false sexual identification and personal issues were too
encumbaring to even know where to begin. Dean wanted to make his artistic
dreams a reality. 

TESTIMONIAL

SITUATION  

CONSULTANT ROLE 

DEAN FM

OUTCOME

Jass Bianchi of YourMusicGigs.com has been engaged in consulting Dean FM since
2009. Throughout the course of the 8 years of consulting engagement, Bianchi has
conducting thousands of hours conducting brand research, strategizing the
business entity, talent booking, industry aligning, and building brand
equity.   Through providing Dean with the proper resources, Dean was able to
overcome challenges. Some of the proper resources provided includes business
registration, talent booking, talent management, public relations, audio
production, performance rights organization registration, financial planning,
songwriting, production, publishing, industry consultation, marketing strategies,
website design, photography, digital design, song registrations, and video editing. 

Dean FM is now an established Boston Massachusetts based effeminate gay rapper,
entertainer and actor. Dean FM holds a 50 page branding and marketing research
strategy customized to the music industry standards of the pop, rap and electro
standards. Dean's social media fan base has increased 500% from 2016. Dean FM
has held residencies performing in a drag show at the Rockwell Theater in
Somerville, MA and has performed at the Middle East, Hard Rock Cafe, Machine,
and NAMM's branch of the Make Music festival. In 2017 he released his first EP
entitled "Watch It" and is creating a music video. 

"Jass has always helped Dean achieve. Jass understands when to take the lead, and
when to let the artist navigate their own journey." 

 
-  Patricia Milford, DEAN FM LLC Management



AMERICAN 
IDOL, SOLO OR 
BAND?

UNAMED is a signer/songwriter based in New Hampshire. He has over 8 years
experience in musical theater, acting and songwriting. He has always been a solo
performer however has recently formed a band. The band is not as organized and
motivated as he had thought they would be. Additionally, the producer who had
solicited his services to the artist is not as professional as he had hoped for and is
slowly inserting himself into the brand. Both with the band and the producer, he is
contemplating which direction he should go in, and how to do so on a business
front. 

TESTIMONIAL

SITUATION  

CONSULTANT ROLE 

CASE STUDY | UNAMED (NDA SIGNED)

OUTCOME

Jass Bianchi of YourMusicGigs.com is currently engaged in music consulting.
Through the identification and implementation of revenue streams, Bianchi has
developed an music industry strategy that allows for the artist to operate as a full
time musician. Bianchi served as an un-bias and informed agent in ensuring that
the artist took the proper steps in protecting themselves in legal and business
matters. Provided services included contract oversight, business negotiations,
performance training, brand development and creating a marketing campaign. 

The artist operates as a full time musician. The artist has saved over $20,000 in
money due to consultation oversight provided by Jass Bianchi. The artist is now
registered with a PRO, is legally represented and has sucesffuly obtained their
intellectual property. The artist has completed an EP and is in the process of
tradmarking their brand. The artist has decided to move forward as a single entity,
and as a band member. 

"Jass has been amazing throughout the duration of this journey. Her knowledge and
ability to analyze is incredible."  

 
-  CT, Artist Manager 



NASHVILLE, 
TORONTO OR LA?

Rachel DeeLynn Wood (born October 12, 1997) is an American singer-songwriter
and multi-instrumentalist attending Berklee College of Music. She is known for
her contemporary and narrative songs that document life in an earnest and
vulnerable fashion. 
 
Rachel DeeLynn was struggling to identify which direction to go in, as she was
unsure as to what genre she would like to be classified as. Industry professionals
were strongly advocating for her to stay in the country lane, and head to Nashville.
Other professionals were suggesting soul, and to head to Toronto. She herself was
contemplating pop music. She was frustrated and wasn't sure which route to take. 

TESTIMONIAL

SITUATION  

CONSULTANT ROLE 

CLIENT: RACHEL DELYNN  

OUTCOME

Jass Bianchi has provided over 70 hours of consultation to Rachel DeLynn in which
Bianchi has conducted brand research, strategic marketing, talent development,
song critique, audio critique and career oversight. Bianchi assisted Rachel in the
navigation of her single, and provided music industry insight as to the target fan
demographics Rachel should be focusing on. 

Jass Bianchi has saved Rachel DeeLynn over $8,000 in expenses. Rachel DeLynn
recorded her song "October" in Nashville. Since then it has been featured on FM
Radio and has been inquired by various publishing agencies. Her fan engagement
has increased by 20%. Rachel DeLynn is more confident in her sound
classification. Rachel DeeLynn has a uniformed online branding presence with a
website, EPK and content creation .    

"Jass really helped me to hone in on what I really wanted to do. It can be hard to
navigate your music career and Jass made it much easier for me." 

 
-  Rachel DeLynn


